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25+ UNIQUE ETSY BIZ
IDEAS THAT ACTUALLY

SELL LIKE CRAZY!
A Case Study Presented By: OWLLytics.com

Etsy is no longer dominated by power
crafters- a surprising number of Etsy
sellers have taken the platform by storm
WITHOUT traditional artistry skills!

Here are 30 out-of-the-box shops that use a
HUGE variety of skill sets to create their
products. And some of these ideas don't
have ANY crafting skills required at all! 

So roll up your sleeves & dive into these
pages, generate some new ideas, & become
an Etsy SUPER Seller!

Craft Skills Optional,
Can-Do Attitude Required!

UNIQUE HANDMADE
PRODUCT IDEAS 

CREATIVE PRINT-ON-
DEMAND PRODUCTS

SUPPLIES THAT SELL:
LESS WORK + MORE $

COOL THINGS TO
SELL THAT YOU'VE
PROBABLY NEVER
EVEN HEARD OF:

DIGITAL PRODUCTS:
MAKE ONCE, SELL OFTEN

Etsy has over 593.6 million
dollars in annual revenue!
Etsy gets one sale every 3/4
of a second on their website!

Why Sell On Etsy?!
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Growing fast,
Etsy's need for
sellers is rising!

ETSY'S MOST POPULAR SALES
CATEGORIES IN 2020:

Home & Living: 25%
Art & Collectibles: 21%
Jewelry (Including supplies): 15%
Clothing: 11%

Etsy is one of the fastest growing e-
commerce platforms available right
now.

The biggest perk to selling on etsy is
their recognition- they are widely
known in the e-commerce world,
and get 3.9 million sales on their
website every single month. 

That's one sale every 3/4 of a
second!!

Retrospect: A Quick Look
at Last Year's Etsy Stats

In fact, this in itself is amazing, because Etsy then takes
those buyers and directs them to sellers, like you, who
are selling the items they're searching for. 

I.e.- Etsy is a matching service- a buyer goes onto etsy's
website, searches for a product, and Etsy shows them
search results of that type of products from various Etsy
stores. The buyer then browses the products, picks what
they like best, and purchases! 

Easy peasy, no outside marketing required.

Number of active Etsy Sellers in 2019: 2.5 million
Number of active Etsy BUYERS in 2019: 45.7 million
How many of those were REPEAT Buyers: 40.81%
Etsy's Direct & Organic Traffic in 2018: 79%
Etsy Sellers using Etsy as supplemental income: 64%
Etsy Sellers using Etsy as SOLE income: 29%
Etsy Sellers working from home: 95%
Etsy Sellers report an avg of $44,000 annual income

34.7%

20.8%

15.3%

*All Etsy stats provided by Statista.com
Etsy shop data was retrieved on 8/24/20
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Shop: Emma And The Bean

HANDMADE PRODUCTS

Emma And The Bean sells various handmade
farm-style signs, but a uniquely popular item
of theirs is a framed travel map. This high
dollar item only requires a few lines of
personalized text. It then gets printed onto a
piece of burlap,put into a frame and comes
with push pins to  mark places you've traveled. 

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
67,876
2014
11,312
$85
$240,125

Personalized travel maps, wood signs & more.
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A winner is a

DREAMER

who never

gives up.

-Nelson Mandela

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

This is a GENIOUS product with a high profit
but LOW cost and time required to create it. 

The shop's other products are mainly pre-
designed with personalized info put into
specific spaces, which keeps costs down and
still gives great buyer appeal.



Shop: Cool Keyrings

HANDMADE PRODUCTS

Cool Keyrings sells various handmade
keyrings, most of which have pre-made quotes
already on them which can be made in batches. 

These are made by hammering or stamping
letters into pieces of metal and finishing with
a keyring. Supplies can be purchased for this
type of item in bulk at very low rates on sites 

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
15,104
2018
7,552
$21
$39,648

Personalized & Quote Keyrings
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Success consists

of going from

failure to failure

without loss of

enthusiasm.

-Winston Churchill

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

like Alibaba or AliExpress.

They also sell simple metal jewelry with the
same stamped-wording concept.

This is a popular but unique gift idea and can
be made at a very reasonable rate with a HIGH
profit margin left for yourself at the end.



Shop: Eydavy Bottles

HANDMADE PRODUCTS

This shop sells one very specific type of
product- tiny messages and scenes inside of
tiny little bottles. 

They range from $6 to $15 depending on how
elaborate the scene is, and for an extra $4-5 it
is shipped in a cute little package- making it a
cute and unique gift idea for pretty much any

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
33,900
2015
6,780
$10.5
$17,797

Greeting Cards Inside Tiny Bottles
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The one thing

I'm willing to

bet on is myself.

-Beyoncé

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

occasion- and a VERY affordable price range. 

While these products definitely take a LOT of
time to create, the supplies are cheap. 

The prices are a bit too low, in our humble
opinion, but their sales stats are definitely
beyond impressive for such a niche product!



Shop: Rustic Wood Slices

HANDMADE PRODUCTS

This shop is like the complete opposite of the
last- it requires VERY low levels of skill and
effort aside from easy access to a variety of cut
tree logs and a high quality sander and shellac.

Because the effort involved in creating these is
fairly minimal, their ability to create and sell
these at reasonable prices is amazing!

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
20,291
2018
4,058
$112
$113,614

Wood Slices in Various Sizes
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An idiot with a

plan can beat

an idiot

without a plan.

-Warren Buffett

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

This shop only has 32 products, but the
number of total sales is INCREDIBLE- meaning
that their product is extremely popular. 

This shop maximizes on a combination of
selling a timeless and classic product and a
meditative creation process (cut, sand,
protect) to really vibe with Etsy buyers.



Shop: The Paper Shoppe CA

HANDMADE PRODUCTS

This is an older store from 2013, and although
their sales stats are less impressive, we
included this shop to showcase how a super
simple idea can make a fantastic side-stream
of income.

The collection of printed paper bags and
envelopes capitalizes on a very simple creation

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
11,438
2013
1,634
$16.25
$6,638

Printed Paper Envelopes/Bags
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Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

process- order blank envelopes in bulk from
Alibaba or AliExpress, then print on them with
a standard or personalized message, charging
accordingly.

It's a low level of work for a nice supplemental
boost to your finances. This is what we like to
call a passive income type of opportunity.

Courage is the

price that life

exacts for

granting peace.

-Amelia Earhart



Shop: Custom Vinyl By Bridge

HANDMADE PRODUCTS

This shop is doing an amazing job at capturing
their target market- mainly offering
personalized decals for specific things like
weddings, classroom decor, holiday decor, and
even corn-hole game boards. 

Their price ranges are competitive to the
market and the profit margin on decals (if you

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
52,060
2011
5,784
$27
$39,688
$79,377

Personalized Vinyl Decals 
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Do what you

can, with what

you have,

where you are.

-Theodore Roosevelt

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

*Est. annual income at 50% profit margin:

make them yourself) is fairly high, sometimes
even up to 50-60% or more! Outsourcing or
hiring help can lower this, though, so having a
smart production process is key in a shop like
this.

Their GREAT sales numbers show a fantastic
income opportunity for niches like this.



Shop: Life Around 2 Angels

HANDMADE PRODUCTS

This store is a fantastic example of a fun,
crafty idea that is both popular for buyers and
doesn't require a huge level of skill- although
bath bombs can be somewhat time consuming
to make. 

This shop has a variety of scents/colors and
two sizes of bath bombs, as well as selling

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
38,710
2015
7,742
$22
$172,878

Bath Bombs (Fizzy Balls That Dissolve In Bath Water)
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Success is liking

who you are,

liking what you

do, and liking

how you do it.

-Maya Angelou

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

them in prepared gift sets and always free
shipping. This creates the perfect combination
of user appeal and a fun shopping experience.

Assuming a profit margin of 25%, this shop is
getting a HUGE chunk of change. If scents and
spa vibes are your style, this is a fun niche you
can really enjoy profiting from!



Shop: Creative Trend Co

DIGITAL PRODUCTS

This SUPER new store is taking Etsy by storm!
Their first review is only from August 3rd,
2020. With only 10 items in the shop, they
have collected 874 sales! (The screenshot
above is 3 days old- that's 200 sales in 3 days!)

Why are they so insanely popular?! They sell
digitally downloaded instructions for funny,

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:

Digitally downloaded games and small designs
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The secret to

getting ahead

is getting

started.
-Mark Twain

alternative versions of popular card games for
LOW prices! (Plus, raising the price by only $1
would double the profit without losing sales!)

Digital downloads are a VERY high profit
niche, paying only Etsy fees. Popular items
that you design once and sell OFTEN makes a
very profitable shop as a very PASSIVE income!

874
*1 month old!
10,488
$2
$14,638

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 70% profit margin:



Shop: Wall Decor Ideas

DIGITAL PRODUCTS

This shop features a wide variety of very
classic, simple and clean-styled art prints that
can be purchased and instantly downloaded for
the buyer to print themselves.

Because these are mostly pre-designed, they
are able to be created once and sold repeatedly.
The sales stats on this shop show a fair 

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:

Printable art prints (digital download only).
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amount of popularity, and when combined
with the high profit margin on digital
products, is quite a sucess!

This is yet another example of a successful
niche idea that can be done with a minimal
amount of graphic design skills (or even
created for free using Canva!).

The distance is

nothing when

one has a

motive.
-Jane Austin

15,515
2018
7,757
$22.50
$122,180

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 70% profit margin:



Shop: Lilacs And Charcoal

DIGITAL PRODUCTS

This is a niche idea that is never over-done
and will always be in demand. It's actually how
our first Etsy shop started in 2009! Birthday
party decor and holiday cards are always in
need- they happen every year!

This is another example of something you
design once and sell repeatedly- creating a

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:

Downloadable Holiday cards & party decor
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Don't quit. Suffer

now and live the

rest of your life

as a champion.

-Muhammad Ali

more passive income opportunity, or allowing
your time to be spend making more products
(which is why this shop has so many!)

Graphic design skills are a must, but ideas are
endless with this niche- and buyers are
attracted to a wide variety of different designs,
meaning there's plenty of room for everyone!

26,096
2014
4,349
$10
$30,445

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 70% profit margin:



Shop: You Grew Printables

DIGITAL PRODUCTS

This shop niche is VERY close to the last
example- with one KEY difference- it ONLY
sells party props and decor! 

This means they can create design templates
and then just change the inside words & colors
to match each theme- allowing for faster and
easier product creation. (Notice the shape & 

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:

Photo Booth Props & Printable Party Decor
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style for their products are the same?)
This requires less design skills than the last
example, and easier opportunity for profit!

The smart combination of perpetual need
(celebrations come every year, remember?)
and downloadable products with one-time
creation is perfect for passive income seekers.

When you

undervalue what

you do, the world

will undervalue

who you are.

-Oprah Winfrey

28,299
2014
4,716
$12.5
$41,269

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 70% profit margin:



Shop: Emma Studies

DIGITAL PRODUCTS

Here's a niche idea that is taking Etsy by
storm! Digital planners and organizers are all
the rage right now, and there's so many niches
you can get into. This shop owner chose to
target college students, helping them
maximize their student success!

With the ability to design it once and resell the

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
41,941
2017
13,980
$10
$101,776

Digital planners & student organization downloads
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Success comes

from keeping the

ears open and the

mouth closed.

-John D Rockefeller

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 70% profit margin:

product repeatedly, you're able to maximize
the passive income opportunity, and by
choosing a specific niche (students, nurses,
entrepreneurs, teachers, virtual assistants,
and so many more!) you're able to target their
specific needs and attract them right away.

Unique + targeted = winning combination.



Shop: Arrows And Applesauce

DIGITAL PRODUCTS

This niche is extremely popular right now due
to the current 2020 craziness- but
homeschooling and worldschooling are
concepts that have been trending for the past
decade and are growing exponentially.

This shop started in 2017 and already has over
45,000 sales! With the high profit margins

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
46,605
2017
15,535
$16
$171,871

Homeschool learning activities
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Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 70% profit margin:

of digital products, this shop owner is living
the high life- and gives a whole new meaning
to the term SMART selling! 

In addition to Etsy, TeachersPayTeachers.com
provides another great opportunity to sell
these items- this means a HUGE target market
and high sales growth.

If it doesn't

scare you,

you're probably

not dreaming

big enough.

-Tory Burch



Shop: Style Arc

DIGITAL PRODUCTS

Style Arc uses a completely different type of
skill set to profit from the world of digital
downloads: sewing skills.

Selling a wide variety of patterns for simple
clothing embellishments to more complex
patterns for dresses and complete outfits,
Style Arc has patterns that suit all fashion

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
62,041
2014
10,340
$4
$113,457

Downloadable sewing patterns for women & kids
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It's never too

late to be what

you might

have been.

-George Eliot

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 70% profit margin:

enthusiasts. The idea of sewing your own
clothes is coming back into style, and Style Arc
has definitely capitalized on that trend. 

With the high profit margins of digital
downloads, this is a niche idea perfect for
anyone who has experience with sewing and
can convert patterns into a digital format.



Shop: Walawala Studio

SUPPLIES & PARTS

Selling supplies & parts is also a huge portion
of Etsy's annual sales. Here's a unique niche
idea that you probably didn't know existed-
plant seeds! 

This shop specializes in the very popular niche
of succulents- cute little cactus-type plants
that are considered VERY trendy right now.

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
74,928
2017
24,976
$8
$49,546

Succulent Seeds
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Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

With a relatively small number of 'products' to
choose from, the massive sales count of this
shop is quite impressive- showing a HUGE
demand for seeds and starter plants.

While this niche probably calls for a bit of
gardening know-how, it's a lower skilled (and
calming) way to generate great income.

Keep your

heels, head,

and standards

high.
-Coco Chanel



Shop: Sun Yarn Studio

SUPPLIES & PARTS

This shop is based all around the niche of
YARN! With different materials such as cotton,
wool, and even cashmere, this shop is already
raking up the sales count, and it's only a few
years old!

Yarn is another supply that can be bought in
bulk and then sold in individual spools- and

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
28,551
2017
9,517
$14
$33,309

Spools of yarn in various materials
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To plant a

garden is to

believe in

tomorrow.

-Audrey Hepburn

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

some sellers go a step further and order longer
spools to break the yarn down into smaller
sized spools- which takes more time but also
yields a higher profit margin.

Since yarn has been used by crafters for pretty
much forever, this is one niche that you know
will always stick around.



Shop: Aim Vogue

SUPPLIES & PARTS

Another popular Etsy supply is beads, crystals,
and other pieces for jewelry-making. 

While jewelry is always popular, the current
wellness trend of mindfulness and meditation
is bringing forward a renewed love of prayer
or Mala bead necklaces, which use specific
gemstones and crystals to emphasize 

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
254,150
2012
26,768
$8
$56,080

Beads, crystals and jewelry-making parts
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I didn't get there

by wishing for it

or hoping for it,

but by working

for it.

-Esteé Lauder

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

particular properties like calming, healing,
etc.

While the above shop is clearly VERY popular,
my little eye did also spy a brand-new shop
selling pre-designed mala kits so newbies can
easily make their own mala. What a great way
to capitalize on a high-trend, low effort niche!



Shop: DGStore UK

SUPPLIES & PARTS

Here's an odd one for you- selling dried
flowers, herbs and spices. This store sells both
specific types of dried flowers and variety
packs, which you purchase by volume (weight). 

While it's not clear whether they purchase
dried flowers in bulk and then sell in smaller
quantities or actually dry out and break up the 

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
24,880
2015
4,976
$70
$87,403

Dried Flowers Sold by Weight
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I'd rather regret

the things I've

done than regret

the things I

haven't done.

-Lucille Ball

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

flowers themselves, this is a fairly low-skill
niche that likely smells fantastic to work on!

While the sales aren't super high for this shop,
the profits are certainly enough to really make
a dent in the monthly bills. Although
competitors in this niche have much higher
sales, this store's simplicity is hard to beat!



Shop: Once Upon A Time Supply

SUPPLIES & PARTS

It doesn't get much more niche in the supply
world than selling elastics, right?! Not a
typical supply item but somehow, this is
insanely popular!

This shop sells a wide variety of different
elastic bands and cords in lots of colors, sizes,
and styles, in a reasonable price range.

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
113.405
2013
16,200
$20
$84,182

Elastic bands & cords of various sizes
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Dreams have no

value if they're

not equipped

with wings.

-Dolly Parton

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

Since this is something that can be bought in
bulk from larger supplies and broken down
into smaller bundles, the potential for great
profits is remarkable. 

In niches like this, it's always important to
pre-order samples and make sure the quality
is good, so your customers love what they get.



Shop: Breeze Print Company

SUPPLIES & PARTS

Have you ever heard of a Cricut or Silhouette
machine? Those need this supply- vinyl
sheets- to make wall/car stickers, tumbler
decals, t-shirts and so much more!

Ordered in bulk (typically by the roll), vinyl
sheet suppliers cut the rolls down into sheets
and allow customers to mix and match colors,

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
142,043
2013
20,291
$40
$201,320

Adhesive Vinyl Sheets
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Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

sizes and styles. Competitive pricing is what
sets this shop ahead of the rest- and their high
sales stats are quite impressive!

Cut straight lines and research good vinyl to
master this niche. It also helps to be able to
test your product- so you'd get to make lots of
cute stuff for yourself, too!

Be humble, be

hungry, and

always be the

hardest worker

in the room.

-Dwayne Johnson



Shop: Stitches n Giggles 4 U

SUPPLIES & PARTS

Another supply in hot demand is pre-cut
fabric. Crafters often like to purchase all of
their supplies in one place, so when someone
wants to sew something (a cute skirt, or a face
mask, maybe?), they usually don't leave Etsy
without also shopping for fabric!

The genius part of this niche is that these Etsy

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
162,134
2008
13,511
$28
$388,462

Pre-cut fabric
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Don't wait.

The timing

will never be

just right.

-Napoleon Hill

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

sellers aren't MAKING the fabric, they are
ordering it from suppliers, cutting it into
sellable sizes, and selling to individual
customers upon demand. 

Anyone who can use a measuring tape and
scissors can manage this niche, as long as they
research competitive fabric suppliers often.



Shop: Fabulous Rocks

SUPPLIES & PARTS

At the risk of being redundant, we just HAD to
include this second jewelry supply shop,
because their niche is INSANELY popular!

This shop primarily sells jewelry chains in
different styles and finishes- at a variety of
different lengths, priced according to the
quality and size of each chain. 

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
352,018
2009
32,001
$58
$463,023

Jewelry Chains, pendants and other jewelry supplies
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Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

Like most supply products, this can be ordered
in larger quantities, but some jewelry/chain
working experience is probably a must in order
to break these down into smaller sizes for each
order. 

By mastering a pair of needle-nose pliers and
an eye for detail, this can be a profitable niche!

Be miserable, or

motivate yourself.

Whatever has to be

done, it is always

your choice.

-Wayne Dyer



Shop: Up 2 Our Necks In Fabric

PRINT-ON-DEMAND

This shop sells simple, classic and sometimes
trendy designs on high-quality t-shirts. This
is a product that can be drop-shipped by a
large number of different companies, and is 
 known as 'Print-On-Demand.'

The perk of print-on-demand (POD) products
is that you design it once and can sell it over

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
141,644
2015
28,328
$25
$174,505

Graphic T-shirts
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Nothing is

impossible, the

word itself says

'I'm Possible!'

-Audrey Hepburn

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

and over again, but the printer typically
handles ALL of the manufacturing and
shipping of the products. 

Similar to digital download products, POD
products usually have a lower profit margin
(still usually within the 25-30% range), but
are sold much more often than digital designs.



Shop: Mint Chocolate Designs

PRINT-ON-DEMAND

Another POD product that is growing quite
popular right now is coffee mugs. They are all
over social media, often with hilarious sayings
or 'truth bombs' on them. 

This store says it launched in 2019, but their
first product sold in January of 2020. They sell
a large selection of coffee mugs with both 

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
9,695
2019/2020
14,542
$24
$86,291

Customized Coffee Mugs
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What makes you

different or

weird- that is

your strength.

-Meryl Streep

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

hilarious sayings and cute, personalized
designs, including coffee mugs as pregnancy
announcements- what better way to surprise
the New Daddy or Grandparents-To-Be than
with a cute cup of joe?!

Because coffee drinkers is a huge fan base,
there's plenty of room to grow in this niche.



Shop: Pet Party Co

PRINT-ON-DEMAND

Here's a wild and crazy niche for you- socks
with your dog's face all over them! Or,
customers can get a little weirder and put their
OWN face on them! This is becoming VERY
trendy, and has even been showcased in
popular YouTube videos.

Because it's a POD item, you only have to deal

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
36,531
2015
7,306
$23
$42,010

Printed Socks
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Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

with the design aspect- so if you can crop
faces out of photos with fair precision, you're
all set!

These are also products that tend to get super
busy around holiday times, as buyers look for
unique gift ideas, meaning a few hard-working
months can yield quite a big paycheck.

Through

discipline

comes

freedom.
-Aristotle



Shop: Patent Prints

PRINT-ON-DEMAND

We included this shop not only because their
niche is super cool, but a lot of people don't
realize this is actually a PRINT ON DEMAND
collection! 

There are multiple printing services that can
print posters, framed prints and canvas prints,
and ship them directly to your customers!

Quick Rundown of Shop Stats:
125.029
2013
17,864
$54
$241,724

Printed posters, framed prints, and canvas prints
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If people are

doubting how far

you can go, go so

far you can't hear

them anymore.

-Michelle Rodriguez

Total number of shop sales:

Year shop started:

Estimated sales per year:

Estimated average product price:

Est. annual income at 25% profit margin:

The coolest thing about this shop is that they
are selling prints of old patents- which are so
interesting! Clearly, lots of customers agree,
because this shop has gotten TONS of sales!

This is an example of a strong and specific
niche- and they also offer digital download
prints. Variety always helps boost sales!



It's important, however, to do a LOT of your own research and brainstorming when coming up
with ideas for your own store.

We strongly discourage stealing other people's ideas, so if you decide to go into one of the
categories or niches discussed in these pages, PLEASE put your own heart, soul and originality
into your shop so that you can differentiate yourself and be unique.

We are 100% here for you if you need more help with niche ideas or getting started. 

Don't forget to check out our Super Seller Master Course, which was created specifically to help
sellers (whether new or struggling) become successful faster- from choosing successful
products, pricing and ad strategies, and even helping to prevent you from making common
Etsy mistakes. The content in our course is INVALUABLE and very under-rated, and helped six
figure sellers get the sales shown in the images below!

As always, we hope you learned a lot from our case study, and we can't WAIT to hear how you
put this knowledge to great use! 

We wish you AMAZING luck, and know you're going to do fantastic! (Okay, that's your cue to go
get started!)

As you have seen in the many
examples of this case study, there is
some SERIOUS money that can be
made by selling on Etsy.

But make sure not to put your
integrity aside when you make the
design to launch a shop of your own.

The examples in this case study are
to help you generate ideas, get an
idea of profit potential and
understand some of the many ways
in which people have made Etsy
successful for themselves.

Don't forget to check out our
Etsy Super Seller Master Course- 

Some food for
thought...

& Learn How We
Grew To Get Sales

Like These!

http://bit.ly/ETSYsuccess

even during

a pandemic!

sales stats

for 2019!


